
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

Dear ABC ji:  

It would be a pleasure for us to 
be able to help you with your query. 

 

Thanks for ordering Jupiter transit report. We take 
pride in giving the most authentic Vedic astrology 



reports with best possible price along with almost 
zero cost effective remedies.  

Your Birth details:  

Jupiter transit  Report!   

email id 

xyz@gmail.com 

July 7, 1984 

20:00 

Kinnaur 

7 3 20 = 39/3=Jupiter 

Thursday 

 

Month of birth 

7 

dob 

7 

year of birth 

1984 

time of birth 

20 

first name 

ABC 

middle name 

 

last name 

d 

minutes of birth 

0 

hour of birth 

20 

place of birth 

DELHI 

State 

DELHI 

mailto:xyz@gmail.com


country 

India 

my Textbox value is = 

 

 

 
 

Your Lagna & Navamsha Horoscope Details: 
 



 
 

 

1. May 21 to 19 July 2021 = shatbishaj/Aquarius = 

RAHU 

2. 20 July  2021  to Jan 1, 2022, 

=dhanishtha/Aquarius = MARS 

3. January 2, 2022,   to March 1 = 

shatbishaj/Aquarius = RAHU 

4. March 2,  to April 7 purva Bhadra pada /Pisces= 

JUPITER 



5. April 8 to June 8 = uttar Bhadrapada/Pisces= 

SATURN 

 



 

Effects of Jupiter transit based on Ascendant  

(Includes the energy exchange of Jupiter with 

other planets in your natal chart) 

 
 

 

BONUS your personality & destiny Predictions 

from previous reports for REFERENCE 

 

 You are intelligent and have a brilliant mind. But ego 

issues need some care. 

  You have good writing and communication skills. 

Please develop this more. 

 You could be craft at speech and fickle in nature 

 You are athletic and have good dexterity. Go to 

gymnasium regularly. 

 You should avoid being ungrateful and deceitful 

 New inventions or innovation , computers, 

mathematics, IT(information technology) or 

electronics could be your keen interest and hallmark. 

 You have good acting skills and potential success in 

business 



 Excess stress avoids, please do Yoga to avoid nerve 

troubles. ;) relax in life. 
 

Also 
 You could be truthful, principled, and charitable 

 You have good writing skill and excellent memory 

 You could have interest in astrology and psychology 

 You could have daring, adamant and bold nature 

 You could defeat enemies- but could be opinionated 

 You could be independent with artistic nature 

 

 
BONUS more Nadi 

     Saturn 

 Mars          merc-6’ 

 Jup2           jup   

        moon 

 You are  always ambitious and can very easily rise in 

the Office or family   or any situation. You  have 

good leadership qualities in You . You  generally are 

very happy and contented in life- so a good take for 

the Office or family  . You  have good traits of 

honesty, are charitable, & are optimistic in Your  

views about matters. Would leave a name even after 

leaving the group or Office or family   in some form.    

 You are fairly  endowed with intelligence  to face the 

world. Generally, you may faces more than average 



obstacles or issues in life- so as a result making you  

carefree  . have a well-developed brain and has 

good intuitive thinking. Could be very good in 

planning. 

 

  

 

Specific Effects for Jupiter Transit in your 
1sthouse Sagittarius  or dhanu rashi till NOv  

Over all effects for Jupiter transit in your 
NAKSHATRAS 

1. May 21 to 19 July 2021 = shatbishaj/Aquarius 

= RAHU 

2. 20 July  2021  to Jan 1, 2022, 

=dhanishtha/Aquarius = MARS 

3. January 2, 2022,   to March 1 = 

shatbishaj/Aquarius = RAHU 

4. March 2,  to April 7 purva Bhadra pada 

/Pisces= JUPITER 

5. April 8 to June 8 = uttar Bhadrapada/Pisces= 

SATURN 
 
 



 
 

 BONUS:



 Classical Vedic astrology view based on 

JUPITER interaction with various nakshatras 

for you:

 

 Your Jupiter is strong in 11th bhava with mars. So 

money by action   also mercury is there. So gains 

to family and image. But as Jupiter rules the 6th 

bhava as well, so some care of health and family is 

suggested. 

 Jupiter rules 7 and 10th bhava and aspects or sits in 

lagna. 

 

 


1. May 21 to 19 July 2021 = Shatbishaj/Aquarius 

= RAHU 

 

 Rahu is on lagna, so over all, travel is a possibility. 

Though mild Yoga is there. 

 Health needs some care. 

 Additional Focus on new partnerships or people and 

career would be there 

 BONUS monthly 

 June may be OK with some slow movements and 

some stressful message’s 



 July or even June ending  means fun, socials . but 

sure health of self and family members may need 

some slight care. 
2. 20 July  2021  to Jan 1, 2022, 

=Dhanishtha/Aquarius = MARS 

 

 Mars rules 11th and 6th  and connects to Jupiter. 

 So sure partnerships may need some  care.so does 

career and your actions should be smooth. 

 Yes again by action and planning much more money 

can come in this time. 

 BONUS monthly 

 August 2021 = Unexpected delays and slow 

movements. Work levels may increase more. 

 Sept 21= new messages come to you be open. More 

work is also there in business and otherwise. 

 Oct 21= health of self and family members need 

care. Avoid tiffs or fights coming in now. 

 Think and act. Money would come in. 

 Nov 21= time to re think and may be re analyse 

your plans. Work pressures may go high. 

 Dec 21= work pressures at family front would be 

high now. New connections and socials would be 

there. 

 
3. January 2, 2022,   to March 1 = 

Shatbishaj/Aquarius = RAHU 

 

 The effects would be similar to previous rahu period 

 Yes travel possible , health issues need care. And 

additional focus on career is there 

 BONUS monthly spread 

 January 2022 = could be a time to replan and re 

strategize. More initiative is needed and professionally 



may not be as rewarding. But good time to build your 

knowledge. 

February 22= much more work is there and also 

connection with other people  

 

 

 
 

4. March 2,  to April 7 Purva Bhadra Pada 

/Pisces= JUPITER 

 

 Jupiter connects to self. The 7th and 10th bhava lords 

so gain in career, money, and name. travel and new 

connections are possible now for business and 

otherwise. 

 Monet gains could be higher now. 

 BONUS monthly 
 Marc 2022 = emotions may go high . Infact  February 

ending. Think and act. Your socials and connection 

would be higher. 

 April 22= new challenges and work is there on the 

work front. Unexpected work and new things may 

also come up. March ending and April, father and 

father figures health needs some care. 
 



5. April 8 to June 8 = Uttar Bhadra Pada/Pisces= 

SATURN 

 

 Saturn lord of 8th in 9th bhava . so travel and some 

kind of learning and also may be travel to 

pilgrimages possible.  

 Unexpected matters on career and family front may 

come up. Health of father needs more care. 

 Partnerships may grow well, but sure some 

unexpected issues may also come in. 

 Sudden travel plans may be there. 

 BONUS monthly 

 May 22= slow movement and connection to people. 

Some stress could be there. Yes some disturbing 

messages may also come in. 

 June 22= Fun, movement and socials is there. But 

sure health of family members and self needs some 

care. 

 
 

  Also BONUS classical View of Jupiter in the 9th 

bhava for you 



 Jupiter Transit from Ninth  or 9th  House from Moon. 

This transit in ninth house of yours is a good transit 

for you. Your interest in dharma could increase.  

 You could get more gains in office or business. Good 

gain of respect in office could be there. Brothers  

could help you and you could gain better respect 

from  subordinates. 

 
 

 



 



  

Effects based on your Moon sign (Aquarius  
) of Jupiter Transit in Aquarius onwards. 
Mostly retrograde till October 18 
 
Jupiter rules 11 and 2nd bhava and is in 3rd 
bhava in the moon chart. 
The over all effects would be a combination of 
Lagna and Moon lagan-based effects.  

 

1. May 21 to 19 July 2021 = Shatbishaj/Aquarius 

= RAHU 

 Rahu in 5th with Venus. 

 So any initiatives of love could start or be a fair 

success  . If one tries 

 One may think and plan and some money gains can 

happen. 

 Family health needs some tabs 

 



2. 20 July  2021  to Jan 1, 2022, 

=Dhanishtha/Aquarius = MARS 

 Mar’s lord of 3 and 10th bhava in 3rd. 

 So sibling’s health needs care. 

 You may take new and excess initiatives now. 

 More planning and growth in career possible. 

 Some chances of travel is there. 

 

3. January 2, 2022,   to March 1 = 

Shatbishaj/Aquarius = RAHU 

 Similar to above rahu effects. 

 Yes sugar needs control. 

 Over all follow the best conduct you can. 

 Yes unexpected  and sudden gains and otherwise also 

possible. 

4. March 2,  to April 7 Purva Bhadra pada 

/Pisces= JUPITER 

 This is a good time of gains. Expansion for initiatives 

and growth or expansion in family matters. 

 

5. April 8 to June 8 = Uttar Bhadrapada/Pisces= 

SATURN 

 

 Saturn lord of lagan and 12th in lagan with moon the 

lord of 6th bhava. 

 So yes gains are possible.  
 Health of self needs care. 

 Family people need more  care. 

 Also control the outflows better. 

 Avoid borrowing and health of family people also 

needs more care. 

 

 



 
 

 

How does Jupiter transit Impact Your Natal 

planets in your birth chart? 

 

1. May 21 to 19 July 2021 = shatbishaj/Aquarius 

= RAHU 

 Follow the ethical path 

 Family people health needs care. 

 Health needs some more care. 
 

2. 20 July  2021  to Jan 1, 2022, 

=dhanishtha/Aquarius = MARS 

 Avoid haste 

 Your focus may go towards technical or constriction 

activities 

 Blood pressure or stress needs care 
3. January 2, 2022,   to March 1 = 

shatbishaj/Aquarius = RAHU 

 

 Again same a above. 



 Health needs care 
 
Natal Moon and Saturn is  there in Aquarius. 
 
    
………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………. 

 

4. March 2,  to April 7 purva Bhadra pada 

/Pisces= JUPITER 

5. April 8 to June 8 = uttar Bhadrapada/Pisces= 

SATURN 

 
Natal No Planet there in Pisces  
 
     
 

Jupiter in Aquarius  effects 
 

 All effect covered above 

 

 


 Predictions:





 Coming 12 months for you( for your 
benefit- I have elaborated the sub sub 
periods of the dasha which you would 
find more helpful and comprehensive-as a 
special BONUS from us:

 BONUS Merc-Saturn  period

 

 So, Effects, as Saturn is in the own sign of Aquarius. 

like well-being in the family, acquisition of a better 

position, enthusiasm, increase in cattle wealth  , means 

over all wealth, gain of a position. 

  visits to sacred shrines  or temples etc., will be 

there for you in the Antar Dasha of Shani in the Dasha of 

Budh. 

 as we know Shani dev is in the own rashi of 

Aquarius. But sure, donation to poor and Shiva japma 

should continue along with Yoga practise for best results. 
 
SUB SUB PERIODS 
 
 

 Merc-Saturn-merc-till June 2021 
  Mercury rules 1 and 4th  and is in the 11 

bhava just fair.so yes some slight gains in image 
and overall gains by better communication is there. 
Yes, mental stress needs to be avoided. 

 Travels could also be there. 
 Changeability, but fair for high-risk investments 
and stocks. /job and gains in status gets good focus 
now. 

 You will communicate more and more effectively   

 
 Nadi based free month by month( some part from 
previous report): 



 June  2021 is a time when work stress may build 
up. Work may also be more.  health of self and 
family members need care 

 
 Merc-Saturn--ketu-till august 2021 
 Conduct your mind and  self well. Time to 

meditate more. Relationships at home and office 
need some more care at your end. 

 Overall: 

 Also, luck may not be very 

supportive. 

 Focus on occult/philosophy 

may grow. 
 Avoid rigid behaviour now 
 Bonus monthly by Nadi: 
 July  2021  is a   time for fun and emotions and 
socials. have fun and enjoy life a bit 
 August  2021 is a time when work may be there- 
but things move slowly. Cooperate more now and 
avoid ego hassles if any. May mean unexpected 
blockages etc 

 September  is a time for 

news but again more of 

changes and challenges. 

Mercury-Saturn-Venus till 

Jan 2022 

 Health needs special care. 

 Avoid taking excess sugar. 

 Feed birds with white 

sweets. 
Bonus monthly by Nadi: 

 Already covered in  transit  

above. 



 September ending and 

October needs more care of 

health of self and  others. Also 

avoid arguments. Also follow 

ethics  in this time 

 

Mercury-Saturn-sun  till 

March 2022 

 Blood pressure and pitta 

related problems need care and 

so does father’s health. 

 People around you or 

relatives may trouble. 

 Some initiative or interest 

towards dharma increases. 
 Bonus monthly by Nadi: 

 Already covered in  transit  above. 
 February ending and march needs some care 

for health. 
 Not to worry shiva japam would help. 

Mercury-Saturn-Moon  till 

June  2022 

 Money gains are possible 

now. So is travel possible. 

Some improvements in 

social status . 
 Bonus monthly by Nadi: 

 Already covered in  transit above. 

 

 
Special BONUS Nadi based Overall YEARLY 
Destiny patterns ;) 

To June 2022 
 



 Also, for rest of 2021(from previous report for 

reference): 

 you could expect growth, time to travel, fun- 

Entertainment and to express yourself. This is a time 

for   enthusiasm, fun, socializing with people. 

Moreover the happenings in this period will add to 

the enthusiasm and fun of this period.  

   This is a time when you could expect to get married 

if not   married yet, have a childbirth. In this time 

your talents will get utilized. So if interested it is the 

right time to invest in  painting, writing, acting, or 

singing.                               

   This is the time to improve upon your physical 

appearance. For  this you could attend aerobics or 

Yoga  or any other suitable  form of physical fitness 

method. Dressing is also an important  aspect under 

this  time period.                                    

   This is the time to socialize, go to parties , meet 

people, and  make friends. You could be the centre 

of attraction. This   period suggest travel strongly. 

   A negative manifestation of the time period can 

lead to            

   overindulgence and scattering of energies. Take 

care  of what you speak. Unnecessary risks should 

be avoided. You may want  to be careful about over-

eating, excessive drinking and may be   drug 

consumption.           

   This is the time when your inner desires have a 

higher chance of getting converted into reality so be 

careful about what you   think or wish. 

 

    2022 till June 



 change your home or the way your looks like from 

inside & outside or may take up   domestic and 

community responsibility. 

 The central focus is home during This period, you 

could expect   people come into or Leaves your home 

by virtue of getting married, birth, death or divorce 

or such other similar occurrences. The   possibility of 

changing home is also indicated. 

 This is the time when the chances are high that you 

may get   married or develop strong friendship. You 

could expect people turning to you For help as you 

tend to become relatively more  responsible during 

This time period. You have to share the  

responsibility of other people during This period. 

Responsibility  should be accepted cheerfully, and 

harmony maintained. Any tendency to take too much 

of responsibility should be avoided. 

 You could be stimulated to take interest in arts if you 

already  have an inclination to Do so. You could 

expect you to get more   involved in taking care of 

people or entertaining people. Put your house and 

body in order.                                           

 So the don'ts during This period are to not to take 

unnecessary    responsibilities and commitments that 

go beyond your capacity. Think deeply to address 

the obstacles that you have to overcome   during 

This time period.  

 This time periods stands For love so you could 

expect a loving and rewarding creative period. The 

key is to maintain balance and harmony try to make 

your home a warm and  lovable place For others to  

come in. 

 

 



 
 

Remedies(BONUS): 
 

OM namhoha shivaye for Saturn and rahu/Jupiter 
both 108 X as many time possible. 
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 your breakfast to birds

  Donate for  old and needy – especially lepers 
 Giving away brown coloured sweets to birds

 

 Also(if your religion allows) 
  Vishnu sahastranaam

  Shiva chalisa





 
 


 
 

We wish you all the best 

in Life, Arjun Pundit for 

astrozing.com 
 



 
 
 
 
 

 

For any Clarification Regarding This 
Report– Kindly Feel Free To Send Us a Mail 
at E-Mail Id Given Below: 

 

astrozing.com@gmail.com 


